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Abstract

Pollutants in the environment as well as potential risks to human health and health policies are leading to profound changes in the food chain. Whether dietary patterns and medical interventions are accepted, depends on the cultural and territorial anchorage of the populations, their socio-cultural past as well as scientific uncertainty and modalities of objectification of social actors. Controversies, debates, and the media influence governance. Local and minority experiences open up global perspectives. This paper focuses on the necessary contextualization of events at the crossroads of various social sciences. The exposure of fish-eating native people to methylmercury in Canada is used as an example.
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A cross-disciplinary and thematic framework

Over the past twenty years ecological changes, intercultural dynamics and concerns in the field of health created a link between various scientific fields such as anthropology/ethnology, environmental sciences, sociology and political sciences. This development reveals that food lies at the heart of a problematic and complex interconnection between the following aspects: the perception of nature and living
organisms, representations and practices concerning the body and illness, cultural and territorial anchorages, technological and scientific progress, medical regulations, social inequalities in health, et cetera. Fields of research, which do not necessarily belong to the domain of food, therefore are also in need of attention. These are the natural environment and how this environment is imagined or experienced, social actors in this field, and the socio-cultural context. This contextualization is based on the anthropological approach (Hubert, 2001).

Food resources are normally taken into account in the anthropology of illness, which mainly analyses the symbolic meaning of illness (Augé, 1984). These studies were conducted in addition to ethnological research, mainly focussing on traditional and rural communities, in the context of usage and perceptions of the body and its interconnection with nature (Descola, 2002). Based on taxonomic studies of the living world, anthropology constantly emphasises that it is a mistake to consider nature, as in Western societies, as universal and obvious. Recent studies that are based on this assumption analyse the notion of the individual within aboriginal communities in the light of modernity and social changes. These studies are therefore taking place in a more international setting of anthropology (Laugrand, 2007).

Territory and its natural resources are traditionally assigned to stability, identity and certainty, and create “trust”. These feelings of safety are intensified when populations believe these references to be genuine, immemorial and indestructible. Furthermore, the perception that human beings embody “Earth”, identify themselves with it, helps to create these feelings of safety. How can we think and live with these pillars of life being altered and corrupted? Sensitive issues and collective history are put into question. Misunderstandings and tensions have re-appeared on stage. Nevertheless new modes of debating, conciliation and territorial management are also emerging. In
the framework of the anthropology of contemporary worlds, territories are also considered as a socio-cultural construction often linked to globalisation, technological and economic changes, cultural emancipation, natural upheavals and, subsequently, to health care challenges and governance (Nakashima, 2002; Blaser, 2004).

“Trust” and periods of crisis are also covered in the field of sociology of health and medical anthropology. Sociology of health was developed in France during the 1970s (Herzlich, 1991), with Boltanski’s work on the social usage of the body. This field of work was inspired by American sociologists who examined the medical field, especially physicians-patients relationships (I. Zola, G. Friedson, and M. Zborowski). It became evident that the professionals’ discourse (forming a gap between the perception and practices of physicians and their patients) could be observed. The question of cultural distance had also been raised. American medical anthropology was developed in particular by Kleinman who looked at health care from three different angles, and separated patients’ experiences (illness) and social perceptions (sickness) from a biomedical approach (disease). In French there is only one word, maladie. The aim was to ensure a better adaptation of the health care system to its socio-cultural environment, which would help patients to accept a certain treatment. This implies that the patient trusts the person treating him/her. This trust becomes even stronger if it is a collective feeling that applies to the entire community. The same background makes it easier for the patient to understand biomedical explanations (Western societies) and preventive communication. As it is the case for our example, political and cultural history does not allow for this common background.

In France in the 1980s, some researchers developed also a medical anthropology (Retel-Laurentin, 1987). The applied aspect of anthropology and the fact that
researches often came from a medical background created conventional and
epitemological tensions between the fields of anthropology of illness and ethnology.
Fortunately, both fields benefited from these tensions as they mutually embellished
each other. The adjective “medical” has progressively been replaced by the
anthropology of health, which included both objects and methods of research
(Saillant, 2005). Over the last decade, questions on “biopolitic”, standardization and
inequalities concerning the individual’s body and the social body, are covered by the
field of “political anthropology of health” (Fassin, 2000). This new field was heavily
influenced by Foucault’s work and by American post-modern and critical
anthropology. The figure of the patient, whose body is used by biomedicine and
administered by the public health care system, is currently taken over from the figure
of socio-cultural domination.

Over the past thirty years health has become a continuous challenge because
of the trend of medicine becoming increasingly scientific, the medicalization of
society and, last but not least, the fact that individuals are becoming increasingly
responsible for their own health. Medical findings and progress as well as
biotechnological interventions have become commonplace. At the same time, the
expectations and disappointment on behalf of the population have increased and go
hand in hand with cultural incomprehension and social inequalities. It goes without
saying that biomedicine has to standardise data and bring forth the proof of what has
been established in order to undertake therapeutic or preventive measures (Bargès,
2001). Its complexity, however, leads to a high level of uncertainty while social
changes are increasing, which demands a higher level of certification. This level of
uncertainty affects everyday life, especially as environmental risks appear to be long-
term issues that are imperceptible. Questions on the origin of food and hazards
introduced by technology have increased this feeling of insecurity and led to scientific controversies. They now go hand in hand with issues concerning the environment, identity and health. Over the past few years the sociology of sciences thus gained more fields to explore. What at first only seemed to be local or exotic problems that were only affecting minorities revealed themselves as one of the main challenges in globalized societies (pollution, food, health, and sustainable development). There are an increasing number of public debates and mobilisations on these issues (in France for example: GMO, International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor [ITER], national meeting of cancer patients etc.). In return, these movements favour causes which affect territories as well as communities.

**Water pollution, health hazard and diet change - from local to global perspectives**

In the framework of anthropology and sociology, as well as chronic illness, health and science, the example of the events of chronic organic mercury poisoning in Canada will be given. My aim is to show that problems with food, the presence of a specific pollutant in the environment, health policies, and the symbolic weight of the exposure lead to deep physical, cultural and socio-political changes.

Mercury is a heavy metal (such as cadmium or lead), with a pathological risk. It mainly affects the nervous system. Mercury has been commonly used since the practices of alchemists. The widest known example for professional intoxication is the “mad hatter” (see the medical explanation by Hunter & Russel in 1940). In the twentieth century industrial and chemical developments caused risks of collective exposure. Because of sediments and methylization in water, metal mercury becomes organic and can penetrate through biological barriers (Jensen, 1969). It contaminates
lakes, rivers and land animals, and it increases biologically through microorganisms. Mercury works its way up through the food chain. As human beings are at the end of the food chain they are at a very high risk. The pollutant is invisible and tasteless as poison. In the 1950s and 1960s the events of Minamata and Agano (Niigata), which were perceived as an epidemic, led to a stronger media coverage of visible and acute stages, and informed the public on direct and congenital risks of chronic exposure. This exposure has mainly been problematic for communities whose diet is very much based on fish and not very diversified. For the last thirty years, stages of exposure to methylmercury (MeHg), which were less intensive but of a longer duration, have been described throughout the entire world. Minamata has always been used as a reference.

From the late 1960s onwards, Canadian Authorities issued warnings on the general pollution due to sediments in the region of the Great Lakes and some rivers in Ontario and Quebec. This pollution affected fishing inland waters and especially the fish at the end of food chain (pike, walleye and whitefish). A similar case could later on be observed at James Bay with the great “reservoirs” of the hydroelectric project after impounding. The affected regions are largely located in what is called a Boreal region, where water is of a greater presence than elsewhere. This element has taken up a symbolic value in Canada’s national construction as it is, on the one hand, associated to pure and original nature that needs to be preserved and serves as a place for well being and tourism. On the other hand, water is the driving force behind industrial exploitation and contributes to economic growth. It is as if the “last frontier” with “wilderness” is being pushed back (Roué, 2003).

The polluted waters particularly affected two aboriginal populations, one in the northwest of Ontario, the Ojibway communities (Anishinaabe) of Grassy Narrows and
White Dog, which are living in the northwest of Québec, as well as the Cree communities in the region of Mistassini and Noranda. In both cases, the pollution came from Chlorate-alkali factories that belonged to major industrial trusts producing pulp\(^3\). The context was somewhat different. As their land is accessible by roads, the Ojibway community has been exposed to non-native lifestyle for a much longer time than the Crees. The former experienced industrial exploitation of natural resources instead of tourism. In 1945 the natives ran the majority of commercial fishing companies, and the numerous fishing camps for tourists were their primary source of income. White Dog and Grassy Narrows communities had already suffered from two relocations that took place in 1956 and 1963 and brought about social and economic disruptions. Their lifestyle had been changing, but hunting and fishing remained important. In this province American Indian militancy emerged during these years. The territories of the Crees in Quebec, who mainly secured their livelihood by means of hunting and fishing, were not connected to roads for a very long time. Contact with the administration favouring settlement was only made in the 1970s, when projects of hydroelectric installations were carried out in the region. The dietary habits of those two communities are still very much based on fish.

Anthropologists\(^4\) have shown that the relationship with nature is vital. The human being is placed into animistic and holistic worlds, and intimate links exist with the entire ecosystem. The taxonomy of Algonquian distinguishes between forest animals, pillars of life and other animals. Hunting and fishing is a form of establishing mutual personal relationships between humans and animals. These animals contribute to the social tie, the stability of the group as well as to cultural stability (Feit, 2000). Disrespecting certain ties with nature is therefore considered as asocial behaviour (Bousquet, 2002), and everybody needs to take on responsibility for the balance of
his/her Earth and his/her people. The territory is perceived as a calendar and coordinates these ties. The land of ancestors has also become a place of socioeconomic relegation and has therefore reinforced the phenomenon of the inner circle. Fish such as pike and walleye bream are some of the main ingredients in the traditional cuisine of these communities. Their style of cooking used to be rich in proteins, using only very little sugar or fat. An ideal meal (i.e., the most traditional and therefore the most valued meal) consists of game or fresh-water fish. Traditional meals favour commensality within the group. These meals are referred to as “genuine food”, which the community is confident in and which is described with native words. It is a pure form of food, with clear origins whose genesis can be traced back. European food means alteration or poisoning. The construction of the native body has a conflict-related relationship with western society, and in this context being disgusted means to resist. There is a political use of the body and food. However, inclusive food as an identity sign is also transforming. Flour and sugar have been appropriated for long. Even alcohol, which had been forbidden for a long time, appeared in the middle of the 20th century as a conquest (Roy, 2002).

Scientific discourse and its uncertainties, the epidemiologic studies and their social dimension will be used for describing the framework mentioned above. Looking at these factors will enable to establish why the population accepts or refuses certain proposals. After the first samples were taken in Canadian waters, an analysis of MeHg took place in the Ojibway community in 1970 and in the community of the Crees in 1971. As a result commercial fishing was banned in Ontario. The consequences were rather brutal and led to the last resort, which was described as ‘fishing for fun’ (throwing the catch directly back into the water). This ban had catastrophic consequences for the local economy. Furthermore, it had an extremely
negative impact on the livelihood of native peoples, and reinforced socio-economic inequalities as well as the feeling of cultural domination. In Quebec commercial fishing was partially banned. The late release of the results (1975) of earlier studies and the lack of transparency and of quality, as well as centralised and badly adapted organisations, made the situation even worse. Sanitary policies were following models that are based on the individual’s responsibility, while the conception of indigenous communities is much larger than the individual's body. The National Indian Brotherhood commissioned a Japanese expertise that seemed more credible. It confirmed cases of the Minamata disease (Harada, 1976) in Ontario. Mercury therefore became the symbol of an ethnocide, i.e. an identity argument.

While scientific and medical argumentation remained complex, a climate of suspicion was created by the mediatization of the issue. The physiopathology of Mercury and, even more so, the link between doses and effect are not very well known amongst a sparsely spread population that is exposed to lower levels of MeHg and for a longer duration (as opposed to Minamata). Pregnant women were exposed with after-effects for their children. In clinical tests the neurological symptomatology in this social environment might become part of other aetiologies. The only possible medical intervention is preventive. The patient has to undergo a chelation therapy to bind MeHg and avoid ingesting the product. These conditions amplified the symbolic value of this phenomenon and made it even more difficult to handle the situation. From 1975 onward, boards monitoring the study of mercury were being created. Their potential to take action varied from province to province. Studies on the social impact will be carried out and allow for compensations.

The James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement of 1975, other agreements on mercury and, finally, ‘The Peace of the Braves’ in 2002 brought about considerable
change and means for the Cree, when it came to their governance on development in the fields of education, social and sanitary issues as well as tourism. As opposed to Ontario these agreements have led to a better coordination of studies on mercury as perceptions and have led to an increased consideration of risk-benefit analysis. The social and sanitary impact (diabetes, obesity, and cardiovascular pathologies) of the advocated measures needs to be observed. Communication on nutrition, which is used as a form of prevention, is subtler and recommends eating only rarely some types of fish while, on the other hand, respecting the traditional diet. This coordination has improved the compliance and reduced the mercury rates while emphasising preventive measures. In Canada, this native diet is gaining increasing popularity due to its natural and dietary virtues. The mediatization of this diet could be compared to the popularity of the Mediterranean diet in Europe. This could be another argument defending native values and territories. These events have had an impact on people’s minds, practices, science and politics. They have contributed to Pan-Canadian and international awareness of a global and permanent problem. Other cases of water pollution causing risks for food are therefore seen in a different light.
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